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Learning Lockers 
 
Each Learning Objective contains a Learning Locker.  The Learning Locker also appears 
within FrogProgress’ progression charts, providing quick access to resources and 
quizzes. 
 
Within this pop-up, you can link add a Lesson Resource and Quizzes for quick access.  
This lesson resource can be a document or Frog site.  Frog quizzes can be assigned 
directly to students from here.  Those schools using FrogProgress will see the students’ 
quiz results returned as evidence in your progression chart. 
 
Teacher Notes contains a rich-text editor, allowing you to add detailed guides for you 
and your colleagues.  The editor even allows you to add link and add or paste in tables.  
If you are considering using Curriculum Designer as a place to store lesson plans, you 
can use the Teacher Notes section for this, 
 
You could do similar using the Teacher Resources section.  Here you can add 
document, quizzes, site links and internet links. 
 
Any resource you add can have additional notes added.  Once you click Save, you can 
then access the resource to either view or download it, or to assign it to your students.    
 
Any resources added here unintentionally can be deleted using the Remove option. 
 
 
The next section, Exemplar Standard Material is included primarily for our FrogProgress 
schools.  When making judgements of student work against an objective it is important 
that you can identify what to look for when making that judgement.  This should be done 
during curriculum conversations and updated with your own examples as you review 
the curriculum.  You can upload examples here and if you have approval rights to 
Curriculum Designer, you will by able to approve or delete the examples.  Approved 
examples will be the only ones visible with Progression Charts and published online. 
 
Learner Resources enables you to add materials for students and parents to access via 
the published view and through My Progress and My Child’s Progress.  For FrogLearn 
schools, this is a handy way of sharing self-study material which does not need to be 
assigned.  For FrogProgress schools, these resources can help children to 
independently work on areas where they are not on track. 
 

  


